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Left in Dark Times - Bernard-Henri Lévy
2008-09-16
In this unprecedented critique, Bernard-Henri
Lévy, one of the world’s leading intellectuals
revisits his political roots, scrutinizes the
totalitarianisms of the past as well as those on
the horizon, and argues powerfully for a new
political and moral vision for our times. Are
human rights Western or universal? Does antiSemitism have a future, and, if so, what will it
look like? And how is it that progressives
themselves–those who in the past defended
individual rights and fought fascism–have now
become the breeding ground for new kinds of
dangerous attitudes: an unthinking loathing of
Israel; an obsessive anti-Americanism; an idea of
“tolerance” that, in its justification of Islamic
fanaticism, for example, could become the
“cemetery of democracies”; and an indifference,
masked by relativism, to the greatest human
tragedies facing the world today? Illuminating
these and other questions, Lévy also brings to
life his own autobiography, highlighting the
thinkers he has known and scrutinized and the
ideological battles he has fought over thirty
years–revealing their bearing on the present.
Above all, Lévy offers a powerful new vision for
progressives everywhere, one based neither on
the failed idealisms of the past neither nor on
their current misguided, bigoted, and
dangerously sentimental attachments but on an
absolute commitment to combat evil in all its
guises. The “new barbarism” Levy compellingly
diagnoses is real and must be confronted. At a
time of ideological and political transition in
America, Left in Dark Times is a polemical,
incendiary articulation of the threats we all
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face–in many cases without our even being
aware of it–and a riveting, cogent stand against
those threats. Surprising and sure to be
controversial, wise and free of cynicism, it is one
of the most important books yet written by one
of the crucial voices of our time. Praise for
Bernard-Henri Lévy’s American Vertigo “An
entertaining trip, as much in the tradition of Jack
Kerouac as Tocqueville.” –The New York Times
“Perceptive, pugnacious, passionate [and]
exquisitely written.” –The New York Observer
“It’s difficult to remember when a writer of any
nationality so clearly and thoughtfully delineated
both the good and bad in America. [Grade:] A.”
–Entertainment Weekly (Editor’s Choice) “Lévy
is a true friend of the American experiment and
a comrade in the American struggle against the
barbarisms.” –The New Republic “Lévy writes
brilliantly. American Vertigo is filled with
insights and goodwill.” –The Wall Street Journal
“Provocative . . . [Lévy is] a writer of enormous
power and vitality.” –San Francisco Chronicle
“Vigorous . . . impressive.” –The Boston Globe
Breathe - Sadiq Khan 2023-05-25
A seven-step guide to winning support for tough
action on climate change - the first book from
the Mayor of London, Sadiq Khan For many
years, Sadiq wasn't fully aware of the dangers
posed by air pollution, nor its connection with
climate change. Then, at the age of 43, he was
unexpectedly diagnosed with adult-onset asthma
- brought on by the polluted London air he had
been breathing for decades. Scandalised, Sadiq
underwent a political transformation that would
see him become one of the most prominent
global politicians fighting (and winning)
elections on green issues. Since becoming
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Mayor of London in 2016, he has declared a
climate emergency, introduced the world's first
Ultra-Low Emission Zone, built hundreds of
kilometres of new cycle lanes, led a drive for
affordable insulation in council homes, and
turned London into the first ever 'National Park
City'. But with every year bringing more
wildfires, extreme temperatures and flooding and with around 4,000 people still dying
prematurely from London's polluted air every
year, with older, working class and ethnic
minority Londoners most affected - there is so
much more to do. Now, Sadiq draws on his
experiences to identify the seven ways
environmental action gets blown off course. And
he reveals how to get it back on track, by: Proving to sceptics that the climate crisis is a
health crisis too; - Overcoming voters' cynicism
by building coalitions across the political
spectrum; - Shaking hands with everyone from
your fiercest opponents to the most steadfast
climate activists (even if you're a bit worried
they might superglue you). Breathe is a call to
action demonstrating how anyone - whether
voter, activist or politician - can win the
argument on climate. It will help create a world
where we can all breathe again.
The New Localism - Bruce Katz 2018-01-09
The New Localism provides a roadmap for
change that starts in the communities where
most people live and work. In their new book,
The New Localism, urban experts Bruce Katz
and Jeremy Nowak reveal where the real power
to create change lies and how it can be used to
address our most serious social, economic, and
environmental challenges. Power is shifting in
the world: downward from national governments
and states to cities and metropolitan
communities; horizontally from the public sector
to networks of public, private and civic actors;
and globally along circuits of capital, trade, and
innovation. This new locus of power—this new
localism—is emerging by necessity to solve the
grand challenges characteristic of modern
societies: economic competitiveness, social
inclusion and opportunity; a renewed public life;
the challenge of diversity; and the imperative of
environmental sustainability. Where rising
populism on the right and the left exploits the
grievances of those left behind in the global
economy, new localism has developed as a
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mechanism to address them head on. New
localism is not a replacement for the vital roles
federal governments play; it is the ideal
complement to an effective federal government,
and, currently, an urgently needed remedy for
national dysfunction. In The New Localism, Katz
and Nowak tell the stories of the cities that are
on the vanguard of problem solving. Pittsburgh
is catalyzing inclusive growth by inventing and
deploying new industries and technologies.
Indianapolis is governing its city and metropolis
through a network of public, private and civic
leaders. Copenhagen is using publicly owned
assets like their waterfront to spur large scale
redevelopment and finance infrastructure from
land sales. Out of these stories emerge new
norms of growth, governance, and finance and a
path toward a more prosperous, sustainable, and
inclusive society. Katz and Nowak imagine a
world in which urban institutions finance the
future through smart investments in innovation,
infrastructure and children and urban
intermediaries take solutions created in one city
and adapt and tailor them to other cities with
speed and precision. As Katz and Nowak show
us in The New Localism, “Power now belongs to
the problem solvers.”
The Enemy Within - Sayeeda Warsi 2017-03-30
'Hard headed, well informed and intellectually
coherent ... it turns conventional wisdom on its
head. It deserves to promote a public debate on
this subject which has been needed for more
than 20 years' Peter Oborne Britain has often
found groups within its borders whom it does
not trust, whom it feels have a belief, culture,
practice or agenda which runs contrary to those
of the majority. From Catholics to Jews, miners
to trade unionists , Marxists to liberals and even
homosexuals, all have at times been viewed,
described and treated as 'the enemy within'.
Muslims are the latest in a long line of 'others' to
be given this label. How did this state of affairs
come to pass? What are the lessons and
challenges for the future - and how will the tale
of Muslim Britain develop? Sayeeda Warsi draws
on her own unique position in British life, as the
child of Pakistani immigrants, an outsider, who
became an insider, the UK's first Muslim Cabinet
minister, to explore questions of cultural
difference, terrorism, surveillance, social justice,
religious freedom, integration and the meaning
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of 'British values'. Uncompromising and
outspoken, filled with arguments, real-life
experience, necessary truths and possible ways
forward for Muslims, politicians and the rest of
us, this is a timely and urgent book. 'This
thoughtful and passionate book offers hope amid
the gloom' David Anderson QC, Independent
Reviewer of Terrorism Legislation 'A vital book
at a critical time' Helena Kennedy QC
Adsensory Urban Ecology (Volume Two) Pamela Odih 2019-03-14
Adsensory sign technology, which depicts the
human body as both object and subject of
inscriptive advertising technologies, is integral
to a western capitalist insurantial
financialisation of health and wellbeing.
Developing further the theme of adsensory
technologies of the sign, in conjunction with
Daniel Bell’s theory of the codification of
knowledge as an axial feature of the structuring
of post-industrial society, this book explores
gentrification in heterotopic post-industrial
urban spaces. It brings together case studies
from the City of Bath’s decommissioned Bath
Press print works; London’s Trafalgar Square
busking community and its dialectics of audiosensory gentrification; and London’s Brick Lane
and its gentrification of street art. These studies
illustrate, empirically, the extent to which
advertising adsensory technologies have become
integral to the gentrification of post-industrial
urban spaces. Several of the case studies engage
critically with the empirical observation that, in
the post-industrial urban ecology of inner-city
regeneration, adsensory technologies extend
avariciously into the infrastructure of neoliberal,
managerialist gentrification. In addition, the
book explores the forms of capital accumulation
which are emerging from the integration of
adsensory technology into the gentrification of
post-industrial urban spaces, and examines a
new form of capital accumulation in inner-city
gentrification, predicated on the (de)generative
integrity of adsensory financialisation.
London's Mayor at 20 - Jack Brown 2020-11-24
This year, London’s elected mayor and assembly
turn twenty. But has London’s mayoralty lived
up to the expectations that were set for it? Have
its three mayors been able to get to grips with
the city’s challenges? How have they responded
to crises in the past – and what does the future
mayor-of-london-sadiq-khan

hold? This important new book marks the
twentieth anniversary of London’s mayor and
assembly and investigates the relative successes
and challenges of the mayoralty to date, before
asking what comes next for London. It combines
analysis by experts with reflections from those
closely involved in setting up, running and
working with the Greater London Authority,
alongside those who have held the position of
Mayor of London themselves.
How To Be Right - James O'Brien 2018-11-01
The voice of reason in a world that won’t shut
up. The Sunday Times Bestseller Winner of the
Parliamentary Book Awards Every day, James
O’Brien listens to people blaming hard-working
immigrants for stealing their jobs while
scrounging benefits, and pointing their fingers
at the EU and feminists for destroying Britain.
But what makes James’s daily LBC show such
essential listening – and has made James a
standout social media star – is the incisive way
he punctures their assumptions and dismantles
their arguments live on air, every single
morning. In the bestselling How To Be Right,
James provides a hilarious and invigorating
guide to talking to people with unchallenged
opinions. With chapters on every lightning-rod
issue, James shows how people have been fooled
into thinking the way they do, and in each case
outlines the key questions to ask to reveal
fallacies, inconsistencies and double standards.
If you ever get cornered by ardent Brexiteers,
Daily Mail disciples or corporate cronies, this
book is your conversation survival guide.
Call Me Dave - Michael Ashcroft 2015-10-05
After a decade as Conservative Party leader and
six years as Prime Minister, he remains an
enigma to those outside his exclusive inner
circle. Now, in the wake of his dramatic
resignation following the sensational EU
referendum campaign, this new edition of the
book that 'got the world talking' (Daily Mail)
revisits the real David Cameron, bringing the
story of his premiership to its final chapter.
Based on hundreds of interviews with colleagues
past and present, friends and foes, this
unauthorised biography charts Cameron's path
from a blissful childhood in rural Berkshire
through to the most powerful office in the
country, giving a fascinating insight into his
most intriguing relationships, both political and
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personal. Exploring the highs and lows of his
administration, from his brush with disaster over
the Scottish question and his humiliation over
Syria to his surprise election victory in 2015 and
his controversial win on gay marriage, this fully
updated edition offers a comprehensive
assessment of Cameron's legacy in office,
weighing up the extraordinary achievements of
Britain's youngest Prime Minister for 200 years.
Lost London - Vic Keegan 2020-12-20
Explore 160 hidden and lost gems of London,
with Vic Keegan, former editor and writer for
the Guardian, poet and sparkling wine
connoisseur. It will be an adventure you'll never
forget.
Be The Change - Gina Martin 2019-06-13
Inspiring and practical, BE THE CHANGE is the
essential handbook for the budding activist.
'Gina Martin is a sensation' The Secret Barrister
'Gina Martin's powerful campaigning and vital
activism changed the law, making our country
safer for women and girls. This book tells us how
she did it - and how you can too' Sadiq Khan,
Mayor of London 'Gina is a total inspiration - an
example of how one person CAN change things'
Emma Gannon In June 2017, a man took a photo
up Gina Martin's skirt at a music festival. The
police told her that this was not a sexual offence;
the man would not be charged. The law had let
Gina down, and her first reaction was
resignation. But something inside her had
snapped. Gina was tired of accepting sexual
harassment as a fact of life. Eighteen months
later, she had changed the law and made
upskirting a criminal offence. Now, Gina wants
to empower you with the tools and courage to
challenge injustice and fight for change, whether
it's in your school, workplace or community, or
even on a global scale. Filled with practical
advice, the book includes guidance on how to
write a compelling press release, set up an epetition, find pro-bono legal support and secure
media coverage for your campaign. In BE THE
CHANGE you will learn: What activism really is
and why it's so important How to use the
internet to fight for what you believe in How to
pick the cause you truly care about And how to
do the hardest thing in activism: get started.
Living the 1.5 Degree Lifestyle - Lloyd Alter
2021-09-14
Stop thinking about efficiency and start thinking
mayor-of-london-sadiq-khan

about sufficiency Living the 1.5 Degree Lifestyle
reveals the carbon cost of everything we do,
identifying where we can make big reductions,
while not sweating the small stuff. The
international scientific consensus is that we have
less than a decade to drastically slash our
collective carbon emissions to keep global
heating to 1.5 degrees and avert catastrophe.
This means that many of us have to cut our
individual carbon footprints by over 80% to 2.5
tonnes per person per year by 2030. But where
to start? Drawing on Lloyd Alter's journey to
track his daily carbon emissions and live the 1.5
degree lifestyle, coverage includes: What it looks
like to live a rich and truly green life From takeout food, to bikes and cars, to your internet
usage – finding the big wins, ignoring the trivial,
and spotting marketing ploys The invisible
embodied carbon baked into everything we own
and why electric cars aren't the answer How to
start thinking about sufficiency rather than
efficiency The roles of individuals versus
governments and corporations. Grounded in
meticulous research and yet accessible to all,
Living the 1.5 Degree Lifestyle is a journey
toward a life of quality over quantity, and
sufficiency over efficiency, as we race to save
our only home from catastrophic heating.
Roads Were Not Built for Cars - Carlton Reid
2015-04-09
Cyclists were written out of highway history in
the 1920s and 1930s by the all-powerful motor
lobby:Roads Were Not Built For Cars tells the
real story, putting cyclists center stage again.
Not that the book is only about cyclists. It will
also contains lots of automotive history because
many automobile pioneers were cyclists before
becoming motorists. A surprising number of the
first car manufacturers were also cyclists,
including Henry Ford. Some carried on cycling
right through until the 1940s. One famous motor
manufacturing pioneer was a racing tricycle
rider to his dying day.
Unleashing Demons - Craig Oliver 2017-01-03
As David Cameron's director of Politics and
communications, Craig Oliver was in the room at
every key moment during the EU referendum the biggest political event in the UK since World
War 2. Craig Oliver worked with all the players,
including David Cameron, George Osbourne,
Barack Obama, Angela Merkel, Jeremy Corbyn,
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Boris Johnson,Michael Gove, Theresa May and
Peter Mandelson. Unleashing Demons is based
on his extensive notes, detailing everything from
the decision to call a referendum, to the
subsequent civil war in the Conservative Party
and the aftermath of the shocking result. This is
raw history at its very best, packed with
enthralling detail and colourful anecdotes from
behind the closed doors of the campaign that
changed British history.
Changing Destiny - Ben Okri 2021-07-09
Two actors, a thousand characters, and the story
of how a kingdom is changed... An epic new
adaptation of the 4,000-year-old Egyptian poem
about the Warrior King, Sinuhe written by
Booker Prize-winner Ben Okri that captures the
essence of humanity and the complexities of
immigration. This edition of Changing Destiny is
published to coincide with the world premiere
performance at London's Young Vic Theatre,
directed by Young Vic Artistic Director Kwame
Kwei-Armah.
100 Great Black Britons - Patrick Vernon
2020-09-24
'An empowering read . . . it is refreshing to see
somebody celebrate the role that black Britons
have played in this island's long and complicated
history' DAVID LAMMY, author of Tribes, in 'The
best books of 2020', the Guardian 'Timely and so
important . . . recognition is long overdue . . . I
would encourage everyone to buy it!' DAWN
BUTLER MP A long-overdue book honouring the
remarkable achievements of key Black British
individuals over many centuries, in collaboration
with the 100 Great Black Britons campaign
founded and run by Patrick Vernon OBE.
'Building on decades of scholarship, this book by
Patrick Vernon and Dr Angelina Osborne brings
the biographies of Black Britons together and
vividly expands the historical backdrop against
which these hundred men and women lived their
lives.' From the Foreword, by DAVID OLUSOGA
'I am delighted to see the relaunch of 100 Great
Black Britons. For too long the contribution of
Britons of African and Caribbean heritage have
been underestimated, undervalued and
overlooked' SADIQ KHAN, Mayor of London
Patrick Vernon's landmark 100 Great Black
Britons campaign of 2003 was one of the most
successful movements to focus on the role of
people of African and Caribbean descent in
mayor-of-london-sadiq-khan

British history. Frustrated by the widespread
and continuing exclusion of the Black British
community from the mainstream popular
conception of 'Britishness', despite Black people
having lived in Britain for over a thousand years,
Vernon set up a public poll in which anyone
could vote for the Black Briton they most
admired. The response to this campaign was
incredible. As a result, a number of Black
historical figures were included on the national
school curriculum and had statues and
memorials erected and blue plaques put up in
their honour. Mary Seacole was adopted by the
Royal College of Nursing and was given the
same status as Florence Nightingale. Children
and young people were finally being encouraged
to feel pride in their history and a sense of
belonging in Britain. Now, with this book,
Vernon and Osborne have relaunched the
campaign with an updated list of names and
accompanying portraits -- including new role
models and previously little-known historical
figures. Each entry explores in depth the
individual's contribution to British history - a
contribution that too often has been either
overlooked or dismissed. In the wake of the 2018
Windrush scandal, and against the backdrop of
Brexit, the rise of right-wing populism and the
continuing inequality faced by Black
communities across the UK, the need for this
campaign is greater than ever.
Fairness Not Favours - Sadiq Khan 2008
Red Metropolis - Owen Hatherley 2020-11-10
A polemical history of municipal socialism in
London - and an argument for turning this
capitalist capital red again. A polemical history
of municipal socialism in London -- and an
argument for turning this capitalist capital red
again. London is conventionally seen as merely a
combination of the financial centre in the City
and the centre of governmental power in
Westminster, a uniquely capitalist capital city.
This book is about the third London - a social
democratic twentieth-century metropolis, a
pioneer in council housing, public enterprise,
socialist design, radical local democracy and
multiculturalism. This book charts the
development of this municipal power base under
leaders from Herbert Morrison to Ken
Livingstone, and its destruction in 1986, leaving
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a gap which has been only very inadequately
filled by the Greater London Authority under
Livingstone, Boris Johnson and Sadiq Khan.
Opposing currently fashionable bullshit about an
imaginary "metropolitan elite", this book makes
a case for London pride on the left, and makes
an argument for using that pride as a weapon
against a government of suburban landlords that
ruthlessly exploits Londoners.
Changing London - David Robinson 2015-05-18
Changing London is a rough guide for the next
mayor of London, capturing the radical but
practical ideas of the people of London and
embracing a pioneering and collaborative
approach to politics. This is the book the voters
wrote. It is vital reading for those who would be
mayor and those who will decide.
Detention of Terrorism Suspects - Maureen
Duffy 2018-02-08
Controversial erosions of individual liberties in
the name of anti-terrorism are ongoing in liberal
democracies. The focus of this book is on the
manner in which strategic discourse has been
used to create accepted political narratives. It
specifically links aspects of that discourse to
problematic and evolving terrorism detention
practices that happen outside of traditional
criminal and wartime paradigms, with examples
including the detentions at Guantanamo Bay and
security certificates in Canada. This book
suggests that biased political discourse has, in
some respects, continued to fuel public
misconceptions about terrorism, which have
then led to problematic legal enactments,
supported by those misconceptions. It
introduces this idea by presenting current
examples, such as some of the language used by
US President Donald Trump regarding
terrorism, and it argues that such language has
supported questionable legal responses to
terrorism. It then critiques political arguments
that began after 9/11, many of which are still
foundational as terrorism detention practices
evolve. The focus is on language emanating from
the US, and the book links this language to
specific examples of changed detention practices
from the US, Canada, and the UK. Terrorism is
undoubtedly a real threat, but that does not
mean that all perceptions of how to respond to
terrorism are valid. As international terrorism
continues to grow and to change, this book
mayor-of-london-sadiq-khan

offers valuable insights into problems that have
arisen from specific responses, with the
objective of avoiding those problems going
forward.
London: Geography, History, and Culture Victoria R. Williams 2022-01-31
London is one of the largest cultural and
financial centers in the world. How did it
become the capital city of the United Kingdom,
and what is life like in this global city today?
Narrative chapters cover a wide range of topics
in this volume, examining such themes as
location, people, history, politics, economy,
environment and sustainability, local crime and
violence, security issues, natural hazards and
emergency management, culture and lifestyle,
London in pop culture, and London's future.
Inset boxes entitled "Life in the City" include
personal memoirs from people who are from or
have lived in London, allowing readers a glimpse
into daily life in the city. Sidebars, a chronology,
and a bibliography round out the text. This
volume is ideal for students and general readers
who are interested in learning about life in this
global city.
Help Stop Violence Against Women - Soul City
2006
The Reset - Elizabeth Uviebinené 2021-04-29
Some people seek purpose in work. Others see
work as a tool to live with purpose outside of
work. Where do you sit on this scale? 'An
exciting, refreshing, curious read which
addresses not just the future of work but how to
fundamentally rethink the way we live' -EMMA
GANNON, author of The Sunday Times
bestseller The Multi-Hyphen Method "At a time
when many of us are reconsidering our work/life
balance in the long-term, it's an illuminating
read." - Cosmopolitan "The Reset is a
provocative guide to how we fit into an
ecosystem' - The Financial Times "Uviebinené's
passion about resetting how we live and work is
infectious and eye-opening." - Marie Claire "This
book made me stop and rethink my relationship
with work. Elizabeth challenges us all to create a
new social contract with trust, purpose and
community at its heart. Where we work by
design and not by default and in doing so, create
a world of work that is more balanced, inclusive
and better for everyone." - Helen Tupper, CEO of
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Amazing If and co-author of The Squiggly
Careers ________________ Being busy isn't an
Identity Perks aren't office Culture Profit isn't all
we want from Business Loneliness shouldn't
happen in a Community Inequality isn't
inevitable in a City We can all shape Society
From the award-winning author and Financial
Times columnist Elizabeth Uviebinené, a
fundamental rethink of how we work and live.
Because if we're going to really benefit from the
radical shift of 2020, we have to rethink how we
fit into an ecosystem. Elizabeth started with a
simple desire to explore our relationship with
work, and how it was impacting our lives. It
became clear if we want to reset how we work
as individuals, we're going to need to reset the
work culture we exist in, the businesses we work
for, the communities we're a part of, the cities
we live in and the society we can shape. We
can't just rethink one strand of society; we need
to rethink everything together. It's time for a
Reset. The Reset is a short, digestible book for
people who want to work better, and live better.
Elizabeth addresses our urge to work differently,
to work in a way that suits more parts of our
lives. It's optimistic, positive and provocative,
offering fresh perspectives on the way we live
now, and a punchy idea for how we might live in
the future. So what's possible now that would
have seemed impossible before? The Reset
features interviews from: Sadiq Khan, Mayor of
London Alex Mahon, CEO of Channel 4 Ete
Davies, CEO of Engine Group Rachel Botsman,
Oxford University's first Trust fellow Sereena
Abassi, Worldwide Head of Culture and
Inclusion, M&C Saatchi Anna Whitehouse
(Mother Pukka), flexible working campaigner
Cassandra Stavrou, Founder of Proper Indy
Johar, Founder of think tank Dark Matter Labs
Nadia Whittome, Labour MP for Nottingham Pip
Jameson, Founder of the Dots Karen
Rosenkranz, trend forecaster and consultant
Joanna Lyall, UK CEO of Brainlabs
Twilight of the Elites - Christophe Guilluy
2019-01-08
A passionate account of how the gulf between
France’s metropolitan elites and its working
classes are tearing the country apart Christophe
Guilluy, a French geographer, makes the case
that France has become an “American
society”—one that is both increasingly
mayor-of-london-sadiq-khan

multicultural and increasingly unequal. The
divide between the global economy’s winners
and losers in today’s France has replaced the old
left-right split, leaving many on “the periphery.”
As Guilluy shows, there is no unified French
economy, and those cut off from the country’s
new economic citadels suffer disproportionately
on both economic and social fronts. In Guilluy’s
analysis, the lip service paid to the idea of an
“open society” in France is a smoke screen
meant to hide the emergence of a closed society,
walled off for the benefit of the upper classes.
The ruling classes in France are reaching a
dangerous stage, he argues; without the stability
of a growing economy, the hope for those
excluded from growth is extinguished,
undermining the legitimacy of a multicultural
nation.
Livingstone's London - Ken Livingstone
2019-06-14
As a passionate Londoner, Ken Livingstone has
seen London change dramatically over the last
60 years. From playing on bomb sites in an era
where St Pauls was the tallest building in the
city, to 2019 where the gleaming towers of the
Shard and Walkie Talkie dominate the skyline,
thanks to new building rules introduced by his
administration. With a witty and worldly eye he
takes a look at his home town; the people, places
and the politics that have shaped the landscape.
On this personal journey he shares his views on
every aspect of the city from his favourite
restaurants and most loved buildings to
anecdotes on fellow politicians and the triumphs,
and disasters, encountered running the largest
metropolis in Europe.
The Bedside Guardian 2017 - Gary Younge
2017
With a foreword by Sadiq Khan, the Mayor of
London, this is a showcase of the best journalism
and photography of the year from the awardwinning newspaper.
Sadiq Khan - Abdulaziz Kilani 2016-03-16
This book elucidates the biography of the Right
Honourable Sadiq Khan MP and his thoughts. It
covers his background, early life and education,
political career, voting record, local campaigns,
personal life and his bid to be the Mayor of
London in May 201
Governing Climate Change - Jolene Lin
2018-06-21
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Cities are no longer just places to live in. They
are significant actors on the global stage, and
nowhere is this trend more prominent than in
the world of transnational climate change
governance (TCCG). Through transnational
networks that form links between cities, states,
international organizations, corporations, and
civil society, cities are developing and
implementing norms, practices, and voluntary
standards across national boundaries. In
introducing cities as transnational lawmakers,
Jolene Lin provides an exciting new perspective
on climate change law and policy, offering novel
insights about the reconfiguration of the state
and the nature of international lawmaking as the
involvement of cities in TCCG blurs the
public/private divide and the traditional
strictures of 'domestic' versus 'international'.
This illuminating book should be read by anyone
interested in understanding how cities - in many
cases, more than the countries in which they're
located - are addressing the causes and
consequences of climate change.
Streetfight - Janette Sadik-Khan 2017-03-07
Like a modern-day Jane Jacobs, Janette SadikKhan transformed New York City's streets to
make room for pedestrians, cyclists, buses, and
green spaces. Describing the battles she fought
to enact change, Streetfight imparts wisdom and
practical advice that other cities can follow to
make their own streets safer and more vibrant.
As New York City’s transportation commissioner,
Janette Sadik-Khan managed the seemingly
impossible and transformed the streets of one of
the world’s greatest, toughest cities into
dynamic spaces safe for pedestrians and cyclists.
Her approach was dramatic and effective:
Simply painting a part of the street to make it
into a plaza or bus lane not only made the street
safer, but it also lessened congestion and
increased foot traffic, which improved the
bottom line of businesses. Real-life experience
confirmed that if you know how to read the
street, you can make it function better by not
totally reconstructing it but by reallocating the
space that’s already there. Breaking the street
into its component parts, Streetfight
demonstrates, with step-by-step visuals, how to
rewrite the underlying “source code” of a street,
with pointers on how to add protected bike
paths, improve crosswalk space, and provide
mayor-of-london-sadiq-khan

visual cues to reduce speeding. Achieving such a
radical overhaul wasn’t easy, and Streetfight
pulls back the curtain on the battles Sadik-Khan
won to make her approach work. She includes
examples of how this new way to read the
streets has already made its way around the
world, from pocket parks in Mexico City and Los
Angeles to more pedestrian-friendly streets in
Auckland and Buenos Aires, and innovative bikelane designs and plazas in Austin, Indianapolis,
and San Francisco. Many are inspired by the
changes taking place in New York City and are
based on the same techniques. Streetfight
deconstructs, reassembles, and reinvents the
street, inviting readers to see it in ways they
never imagined.
The Myth of Meritocracy - James Bloodworth
2016-05-19
The best jobs in Britain today are
overwhelmingly done by the children of the
wealthy. Meanwhile, it is increasingly difficult
for bright but poor kids to transcend their
circumstances. This state of affairs should not
only worry the less well-off. It hurts the middle
classes too, who are increasingly locked out of
the top professions by those from affluent
backgrounds. Hitherto, Labour and Conservative
politicians alike have sought to deal with the
problem by promoting the idea of 'equality of
opportunity'. In politics, social mobility is the
only game in town, and old socialist arguments
emphasising economic equality are about as
fashionable today as mullets and shell suits. Yet
genuine equality of opportunity is impossible
alongside levels of inequality last seen during
the 1930s. In a grossly unequal society, the
privileges of the parents unfailingly become the
privileges of the children. A vague commitment
from our politicians to build a 'meritocracy' is
not enough. Nor is it desirable: a perfectly
stratified meritocracy, in which everyone knew
their station based on 'merit', would be a deeply
unpleasant place to live. Any genuine attempt to
improve social mobility must start by reducing
the gap between rich and poor. PROVOCATIONS
is a groundbreaking new series of short polemics
composed by some of the most intriguing voices
in contemporary culture and edited by Yasmin
Alibhai-Brown. Sharp, intelligent and
controversial, Provocations provides insightful
contributions to the most vital discussions in
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society today.
Current Studies in Social Sciences - Abdullah
BALCIOĞULLARI 2020-03-06
The Invisible Killer - Gary Fuller 2019-03-19
An urgent examination of one of the biggest
global crises facing us today—the drastic
worsening of air pollution—and what we can do
about it The air pollution that we breathe every
day is largely invisible—but it is killing us. How
did it get this bad, and how can we stop it? Far
from a modern-day problem, scientists were
aware of the impact of air pollution as far back
as the seventeenth century. Now, as more of us
live in cities, we are closer than ever to pollution
sources, and the detrimental impact on the
environment and our health has reached crisis
point. The Invisible Killer will introduce you to
the incredible individuals whose groundbreaking
research paved the way to today's understanding
of air pollution, often at their own detriment.
Gary Fuller's global story examines devastating
incidents from London's Great Smog to Norway's
acid rain; Los Angeles' traffic problem to woodburning damage in New Zealand. Fuller argues
that the only way to alter the future course of
our planet and improve collective global health
is for city and national governments to stop
ignoring evidence and take action, persuading
the public and making polluters bear the full
cost of the harm that they do. The decisions that
we make today will impact on our health for
decades to come. The Invisible Killer is an
essential book for our times and a cautionary
tale we need to take heed of.
Israel and the European Left - Colin Shindler
2011-12-22
Why has the European Left become so
antagonistic towards Israel? To answer this
question, Colin Shindler looks at the struggle
between Marxism-Leninism and Zionism from
the October Revolution to today. Is such
antagonism in opposition to the policies of
successive Israeli governments? Or, is it due to a
resurgence of anti-Semitism? The answer is far
more complex. Shindler argues that the new
generation of the European Left was more
influenced by the decolonization movement than
by wartime experiences, which led it to favor the
Palestinian cause in the post 1967 period. Thus
the Israeli drive to settle the West Bank after the
mayor-of-london-sadiq-khan

Six Day war enhanced an already existing
attitude, but did not cause it. Written by a
respected scholar, this accessible and balanced
work provides a novel account and analytical
approach to this important subject. Israel and
the European Left will interest students in
international politics, Middle Eastern studies, as
well as anyone who seeks to understand issues
related to today's Left and the Arab-Israeli
conflict.
The Twittering Machine - Richard Seymour
2020-09-22
A brilliant probe into the political and
psychological effects of our changing
relationship with social media Former social
media executives tell us that the system is an
addiction-machine. We are users, waiting for our
next hit as we like, comment and share. We
write to the machine as individuals, but it
responds by aggregating our fantasies, desires
and frailties into data, and returning them to us
as a commodity experience. The Twittering
Machine is an unflinching view into the
calamities of digital life: the circus of online
trolling, flourishing alt-right subcultures,
pervasive corporate surveillance, and the virtual
data mines of Facebook and Google where we
spend considerable portions of our free time. In
this polemical tour de force, Richard Seymour
shows how the digital world is changing the
ways we speak, write, and think. Through
journalism, psychoanalytic reflection and
insights from users, developers, security experts
and others, Seymour probes the human side of
the machine, asking what we’re getting out of it,
and what we’re getting into. Social media held
out the promise that we could make our own
history–to what extent did we choose the
nightmare that it has become?
City, State - Ran Hirschl 2020-06-12
More than half of the world's population lives in
cities; by 2050, it will be more than three
quarters. Projections suggest that megacities of
50 million or even 100 million inhabitants will
emerge by the end of the century, mostly in the
Global South. This shift marks a major and
unprecedented transformation of the
organization of society, both spatially and
geopolitically. Our constitutional institutions and
imagination, however, have failed to keep pace
with this new reality. Cities have remained
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virtually absent from constitutional law and
constitutional thought, not to mention from
comparative constitutional studies more
generally. As the world is urbanizing at an
extraordinary rate, this book argues, new
thinking about constitutionalism and
urbanization is desperately needed. In six
chapters, the book considers the reasons for the
"constitutional blind spot" concerning the
metropolis, probes the constitutional
relationship between states and (mega)cities
worldwide, examines patterns of constitutional
change and stalemate in city status, and aims to
carve a new place for the city in constitutional
thought, constitutional law and constitutional
practice.
Londonistan - Melanie Phillips 2007
Examines how the erosion of traditional British
identity and the appeasement of radical Islamic
groups has encouraged the growth of Islamic
extremism in Great Britain and made London a
hub for terrorist recruitment and activity in
Europe.
Out of the Box - The Story of Leroy Smith Leroy Smith 2016-08-29
Out of the Box is the story of Leroy Smith, who
was sentenced to 25 years' imprisonment, for
the shooting of two police officers in Brixton in
1993. Out of the Box will take you on a tour of
the gangster lands of London, New York and
Kingston, Jamaica, before showing you inside the
Box that is the British prison system today,
where all previous pecking orders, criminal or
political, have been superseded by the rule of
the Deen, highly organised and disciplined
Muslim convicts, who answer to neither
gangster nor governor, but only to Allah. Out of
the Box will also take you outside of these Boxes
and provide you with some eye-opening analysis
and insights into the activities of those who rule
over us - politicians present and past, such as
David Cameron, Michael Howard and London
mayor Sadiq Khan. 'Out of the Box is an
excellent read, a brutally honest account of the
making of a criminal, .which pulls no punches, or
makes excuses, just says it as it was. This is a
fascinating and valid account of the cost to
society when young, damaged lives are not
repaired. It deserves to be very widely read.
Now out of the box and free, Leroy Smith is
setting out on a new and straighter path. I wish
mayor-of-london-sadiq-khan

him every success. He has more than paid his
dues.' Eric Allison, Guardian prisons
correspondent
Home Grown - Joan Smith 2020-03-05
What do the attacks in London Bridge,
Manchester and Westminster have in common
with those at the Charlie Hebdo offices, the
Finsbury Park Mosque attack and multiple US
shootings? They were all carried out by men
with histories of domestic violence. TERRORISM
BEGINS AT HOME. Terrorism is seen as a
special category of crime that has blinded us to
the obvious - that it is, almost always, male
violence. The extraordinary link between so
many tragic recent attacks is that the
perpetrators have practised in private before
their public outbursts. In these searing case
studies, Joan Smith, feminist and human rights
campaigner, makes a compelling and persuasive
argument for a radical shift in perspective.
Incomprehensible ideology is transformed
through her clear-eyed research into a
disturbing but familiar pattern. From the
Manchester bomber to the Charlie Hebdo
attackers, from angry white men to the Bethnal
Green girls, from US school shootings to the
London gang members who joined ISIS, Joan
Smith shows that, time and time again,
misogyny, trauma and abuse lurk beneath the
rationalizations of religion or politics. Until
Smith pointed it out in 2017, criminal authorities
missed this connection because violence against
women is dangerously normalised. Yet, since
domestic abuse often comes before a public
attack, it's here a solution to the scourge of our
age might be found. Thought-provoking and
essential, Home-Grown will lift the veil on a
revelatory truth.
Governing England - Michael Kenny
2018-11-29
England is ruled directly from Westminster by
institutions and parties that are both English and
British. The non-recognition of England reflects
a longstanding assumption of 'unionist
statecraft' that to draw a distinction between
what is English and what is British risks
destabilising the union state. The book examines
evidence that this conflation of England and
Britain is growing harder to sustain, in light of
increasing political divergence between the
nations of the UK and the awakening of English
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national identity. These trends were reflected in
the 2016 vote to leave the European Union,
driven predominantly by English voters (outside
London). Brexit was motivated in part by a
desire to restore the primacy of the Westminster
Parliament, but there are countervailing
pressures for England to gain its own
representative institutions, and for devolution to
England's cities and regions. The book presents
competing interpretations of the state of English
nationhood, examining the views that little of
significance has changed, that Englishness has
been captured by populist nationalism, and that
a more progressive, inclusive Englishness is
struggling to emerge. We conclude that
England's national consciousness remains
fragmented due to deep cleavages in its political
culture, and the absence of a reflective national
conversation about England's identity and
relationship with the rest of the UK and the
wider world. Brexit was a (largely) English
revolt, tapping into unease about England's
place within two intersecting Unions (British and
European), but it is easier to identify what the
nation spoke against than what it voted for.
Scapegoats - Arsalan Iftikhar 2016-05-17
Popular media commentator Arsalan Iftikhar
delivers “an important book that shows
Islamaphobia must be addressed urgently”
(President Jimmy Carter). When a murderous
psychopath goes on a killing spree, law
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enforcement officials and the media never make
his religion the central issue—unless he happens
to be a Muslim. Then it sets off another frenzied
wave of commentary about the inherent evils
that lurk within the Muslim faith. From Fox
News talking heads, who regularly smear
Muslim leaders as secret terrorists, to Bill
Maher, who has made Islam a routine target, it
has become widely acceptable to libel a religion
with a following of over 1.5 billion
people—nearly one-quarter of the world’s
population. Now popular commentator Arsalan
Iftikhar—better known as “The Muslim
Guy”—offers a spirited defense of his faith that
is certain to win him wide acclaim—and yes,
another round of overheated scolding from the
usual media quarters. Iftikahr’s spirited defense
of his faith is certain to hit a chord, as politicians
and pundits vie to be the toughest on the block
when it comes to escalating the hostilities in the
Middle East, often demonizing Islam in the
process. With his witty and levelheaded
demeanor, the author will cut through all the
sound and fury as a voice of sanity and reason.
“Iftikhar writes with a deep love of his country,
and profound anguish about the betrayal of her
cherished values of fairness and inclusiveness.
This book is a wake-up call for America.”
—Bobby Ghosh, Global News Analyst, CNN
Sadiq Khan - George Eaton 2017-09-21
The political biography of Sadiq Khan, the first
Muslim to become Mayor of London
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